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BEYOND REMOTE MONITORING
Remotely control, monitor, troubleshoot, and manage 
your chiller system through an intuitive customized 
web dashboard using any device. Register all of your 
systems across different locations to view relevant 
information on a single page. 
 

MAINTAIN COLD CHAIN CONSISTENCY
The PROE7Chart is the first electronic 7-day chart to 
give the old paper systems a reason to retire. This 
circular chart tracks the cycles of your cold chain 
processes throughout the week from Sunday through 
Saturday. Quickly spot inconsistencies and maintain 
the same high quality product week after week. 

ANALYTICS IN YOUR HANDS 
We securely obtain and store operating data to 

provide real-time system information on-demand, 
including a historical view complete with trend charts 
and alarm logs. Pinpoint the moments that affect your 

cold chain to address issues or back up your results.     
 

 

DIRECT LINK TO SERVICE
Identify small problems before they become big 

ones with instant notifications on key issues affecting 
your system, sent directly to you and your service 

team or partner. Authorized users can remotely 
connect to your system to troubleshoot, saving 

time and money on costly service calls.

When Keeping Connected is Everything™

PROElliot™ is our web-based Industrial IoT Platform providing PRO
customers with reliable and secure access to data critical to their business. 
Go beyond remote monitoring and get the information that’s important to you. 
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YOUR COLD CHAIN COVERED
Data sensors enable a complete view of the entire Cold 
Chain process. We can view milk tanks, water lines, hot 
water storage, plus any other core equipment that could 
potentially impact the cooling process. PROElliot delivers 
alerts immediately when customers trend outside of the 
baseline ranges.  

ENVIRONMENTALLY AWARE
The best way to conserve water is to keep it in the ground. 
PROElliot CCV enables producers to confirm they are using 
enough well water to pre-cool their product without using 
more than required. PROElliot is establishing baseline 
trending that informs users of issues early with the ability 
to monitor from anywhere. 

CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVING  
PROElliot CCV gives farmers and processors a front row seat 

to the entire cooling process, from the parlor to the milk 
tank. The platform also monitors your well water system, 

hot water recovery/storage system, and chiller system. Each 
project creates a new list of potential features that our 

customers need. 
 

 

COST AND ENERGY SAVINGS
Enjoy impressive cost-savings benefits, as well as potential 
added revenue to the bottom line. Cold chain verification 

drives a reduction in pre-cooling water use, saving on 
energy costs and leaving water in the ground. The platform 

is a vital tool helping dairy producers qualify for Premium 
Quality Bonus payments. 

PROElliot’s updated Cold-Chain solution brings real-time data tracking 
and alerts to key production variables beyond the chiller system. Maintain
consistent product quality and increase value with one quick glance.


